Introduction to Broadcast Media
Tutorial
Cutting to the chase: Broadcast media is radio and television. Even amidst the
pop culture dominance of the internet, broadcast media still commands the
largest share of the advertising pie nationwide. Put the audio and visual media
to work for you as your company earns larger market share, stronger branding,
and increased sales. If you are looking for cost-efficient lead generation, you
need to be looking at radio and television advertising.
Not only are radio and television the main media for advertising today, they are
continually developing new ways to reach their audience. The SyFy cable
network launched a show (“Defiance”) that combines interactions on a video
game with the plot of a series show. Radio stations are supplementing on-air
campaigns with digital media to provide on-air and on-screen promotions to
those who stream the station through their computer.
Multiple studies have shown that combining radio and television can help
advertisers reach audiences not achievable with only one medium or the other.

Broadcast Media









Broadcast television
Cable television
On-demand television
TV/web integration
Local, network, and national radio
On-air endorsements
Long-form programming
Multi-language programming

The Power of Radio
Radio reaches more Americans than any other advertising media. As an
example, let’s look at Los Angeles, CA. It is the #1 radio revenue market in the
world and generates more than $1 billion dollars in sales each year. In that
market alone, more than 9 million people listen to radio each week. People are
loyal to radio and love listening to their favorite DJ or talk show host. The shows
become part of their routines as they drive to and from work or run errands or
take kids to school. There is probably at least one conversation in your office
every day that starts with, “I heard on the radio this morning…” The reason?
More adults in L.A. listen to radio in a week than will visit Google+ in a
month!

Radio offers a unique method to achieve Top-Of-Mind-Awareness (TOMA). As
people listen to radio advertising and don’t rely on visual cues they would get
from TV or a website, your ad is playing in a “theater of the mind”. For example,
the phrase “a soft pillow” could conjure an image of a white silk pillowcase on a
down pillow for one person whereas another person could be thinking of the cute
yellow pillow they had as a child. That openness for interpretation means the
quality of your copywriting is vital to success. You have an opportunity to
connect with a listener through their own experiences, ideas, and dreams.

The Power of Television
We just mentioned a unique power of radio to achieve TOMA. Television
advertising -another part of broadcast media- is the most powerful medium
currently available to put your brand at the forefront of your customers’ minds.
The combination of audio and visual messages allows for a dual delivery of
your marketing message.

Television Advertising Choices
There is a huge range of choices when it comes demographic targeting with
television advertising. The most basic is network vs. cable. Attach your brand
to the prestige and authority of companies such as ABC, CBS, NBC, or Fox.
Take advantage of the huge variety of cable networks that enable you to
selectively target viewers based on income, hobbies, ethnicity, favorite sports,
gender, sexual orientation, education level, or any combination you may need.
Much has been said about the impact of TiVO/DVR devices and people skipping
commercials. Multiple studies have shown that advertising on TV continues to
be one of the most effective marketing methods available. Only about 50%
of DVR-owning households actually skip commercials. And many of those that
skip have been shown to retain what they see in fast-forward or -most
importantly- see something that catches their attention and will go back to watch
the full ad.
The newest addition to television advertising success is the multi-screen viewer.
Millions of Americans watch TV while also surfing the internet on their desktop,
laptop, tablet, or smartphone. These potential customers can see your add on
television and surf immediately over to your website to learn more about your
company or product. Conversely, a potential customer can share reactions on
Facebook or Twitter to their favorite shows and see your mobile or other online
ad appear. A great example of this was the recent airing of “Sharknado” on the
SyFy cable network. This B-level movie on a low tier network generated more
than 300,000 live Tweets while it was airing.

How Do Radio and TV Help








Credibility via popular media
Branding to a loyal audience
Association with customer’s favorite show/actor/DJ/host
Top Of Mind Awareness (TOMA)
Unique demographic targeting
Multi-screen engagement

Broadcasting is the distribution of audio or video content to a dispersed
audience via any electronic mass communications medium, but typically one
using the electromagnetic spectrum (radio waves), in a one-to-many
model.Broadcasting began with AM radio, which came into popular use around
1920 with the spread of vacuum tube radio transmitters and receivers. Before
this, all forms of electronic communication (early radio, telephone, and telegraph)
were one-to-one, with the message intended for a single recipient. The term
broadcasting evolved from its use as the agricultural method of sowing seeds in
a field by casting them broadly about. It was later adopted for describing the
widespread distribution of information by printed materials or by telegraph.
Examples applying it to "one-to-many" radio transmissions of an individual station
to multiple listeners appeared as early as 1898.
Over the air broadcasting is usually associated with radio and television, though
in recent years both radio and television transmissions have begun to be
distributed by cable (cable television). The receiving parties may include the
general public or a relatively small subset; the point is that anyone with the
appropriate receiving technology and equipment (e.g., a radio or television set)
can receive the signal. The field of broadcasting includes both governmentmanaged services such as public radio, community radio and public television,
and private commercial radio and commercial television. The U.S. Code of
Federal Regulations, title 47, part 97 defines "broadcasting" as "transmissions
intended for reception by the general public, either direct or relayed".Private or
two-way telecommunications transmissions do not qualify under this definition.
For example, amateur ("ham") and citizens band (CB) radio operators are not
allowed to broadcast. As defined, "transmitting" and "broadcasting" are not the
same.
Transmission of radio and television programs from a radio or television station
to home receivers by radio waves is referred to as "over the air" (OTA) or
terrestrial broadcasting and in most countries requires a broadcasting license.
Transmissions using a wire or cable, like cable television (which also retransmits
OTA stations with their consent), are also considered broadcasts, but do not
necessarily require a license (though in some countries, a license is required). In
the 2000s, transmissions of television and radio programs via streaming digital
technology have increasingly been referred to as broadcasting as well.

History
The earliest broadcasting consisted of sending telegraph signals over the
airwaves, using Morse code, a system developed in the 1830s by Samuel F. B.
Morse, physicist Joseph Henry and Alfred Vail. They developed an electrical
telegraph system which sent pulses of electric current along wires which
controlled an electromagnet that was located at the receiving end of the
telegraph system. A code was needed to transmit natural language using only
these pulses, and the silence between them. Morse therefore developed the
forerunner to modern International Morse code. This was particularly important
for ship-to-ship and ship-to-shore communication, but it became increasingly
important for business and general news reporting, and as an arena for personal
communication by radio amateurs (Douglas, op. cit.). Audio broadcasting began
experimentally in the first decade of the 20th century. By the early 1920s radio
broadcasting became a household medium, at first on the AM band and later on
FM. Television broadcasting started experimentally in the 1920s and became
widespread after World War II, using VHF and UHF spectrum. Satellite
broadcasting was initiated in the 1960s and moved into general industry usage in
the 1970s, with DBS (Direct Broadcast Satellites) emerging in the 1980s.
Originally all broadcasting was composed of analog signals using analog
transmission techniques but in the 2000s, broadcasters have switched to digital
signals using digital transmission. In general usage, broadcasting most frequently
refers to the transmission of information and entertainment programming from
various sources to the general public.




Analog audio vs. HD Radio
Analog television vs. Digital television
Wireless

The world's technological capacity to receive information through one-way
broadcast networks more than quadrupled during the two decades from 1986 to
2007, from 432 exabytes of (optimally compressed) information, to 1.9
zettabytes. This is the information equivalent of 55 newspapers per person per
day in 1986, and 175 newspapers per person per day by 2007.

Methods
Historically, there have been several methods used for broadcasting electronic
media audio and video to the general public:


Telephone broadcasting (1881–1932): the earliest form of electronic
broadcasting (not counting data services offered by stock telegraph
companies from 1867, if ticker-tapes are excluded from the definition).
Telephone broadcasting began with the advent of Théâtrophone ("Theatre











Phone") systems, which were telephone-based distribution systems
allowing subscribers to listen to live opera and theatre performances over
telephone lines, created by French inventor Clément Ader in 1881.
Telephone broadcasting also grew to include telephone newspaper
services for news and entertainment programming which were introduced
in the 1890s, primarily located in large European cities. These telephonebased subscription services were the first examples of electrical/electronic
broadcasting and offered a wide variety of programming.
Radio broadcasting (experimentally from 1906, commercially from 1920);
audio signals sent through the air as radio waves from a transmitter,
picked up by an antenna and sent to a receiver. Radio stations can be
linked in radio networks to broadcast common radio programs, either in
broadcast syndication, simulcast or subchannels.
Television broadcasting (telecast), experimentally from 1925,
commercially from the 1930s: an extension of radio to include video
signals.
Cable radio (also called "cable FM", from 1928) and cable television (from
1932): both via coaxial cable, originally serving principally as transmission
media for programming produced at either radio or television stations, but
later expanding into a broad universe of cable-originated channels.
Direct-broadcast satellite (DBS) (from c. 1974) and satellite radio (from c.
1990): meant for direct-to-home broadcast programming (as opposed to
studio network uplinks and downlinks), provides a mix of traditional radio
or television broadcast programming, or both, with dedicated satellite radio
programming. (See also: Satellite television)
Webcasting of video/television (from c. 1993) and audio/radio (from c.
1994) streams: offers a mix of traditional radio and television station
broadcast programming with dedicated Internet radio and Internet
television.

Economic models
There are several means of providing financial support for continuous
broadcasting:






Commercial broadcasting: for-profit, usually privately owned stations,
channels, networks, or services providing programming to the public,
supported by the sale of air time to advertisers for radio or television
advertisements during or in breaks between programs, often in
combination with cable or pay cable subscription fees.
Public broadcasting: usually non-profit, publicly owned stations or
networks supported by license fees, government funds, grants from
foundations, corporate underwriting, audience memberships, contributions
or a combination of these.
Community broadcasting: a form of mass media in which a television
station, or a radio station, is owned, operated or programmed, by a

community group to provide programs of local interest known as local
programming. Community stations are most commonly operated by nonprofit groups or cooperatives; however, in some cases they may be
operated by a local college or university, a cable company or a municipal
government.
Broadcasters may rely on a combination of these business models. For example,
in the United States, National Public Radio (NPR) and the Public Broadcasting
Service (PBS, television) supplement public membership subscriptions and
grants with funding from the Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB), which is
allocated bi-annually by Congress. US public broadcasting corporate and
charitable grants are generally given in consideration of underwriting spots which
differ from commercial advertisements in that they are governed by specific FCC
restrictions, which prohibit the advocacy of a product or a "call to action".
The first regular television broadcasts started in 1937. Broadcasts can be
classified as "recorded" or "live". The former allows correcting errors, and
removing superfluous or undesired material, rearranging it, applying slow-motion
and repetitions, and other techniques to enhance the program. However, some
live events like sports television can include some of the aspects including slowmotion clips of important goals/hits, etc., in between the live television telecast.
American radio-network broadcasters habitually forbade prerecorded broadcasts
in the 1930s and 1940s requiring radio programs played for the Eastern and
Central time zones to be repeated three hours later for the Pacific time zone
(See: Effects of time on North American broadcasting). This restriction was
dropped for special occasions, as in the case of the German dirigible airship
Hindenburg disaster at Lakehurst, New Jersey, in 1937. During World War II,
prerecorded broadcasts from war correspondents were allowed on U.S. radio. In
addition, American radio programs were recorded for playback by Armed Forces
Radio radio stations around the world.
A disadvantage of recording first is that the public may know the outcome of an
event from another source, which may be a "spoiler". In addition, prerecording
prevents live radio announcers from deviating from an officially approved script,
as occurred with propaganda broadcasts from Germany in the 1940s and with
Radio Moscow in the 1980s. Many events are advertised as being live, although
they are often "recorded live" (sometimes called "live-to-tape"). This is particularly
true of performances of musical artists on radio when they visit for an in-studio
concert performance. Similar situations have occurred in television production
("The Cosby Show is recorded in front of a live television studio audience") and
news broadcasting.
A broadcast may be distributed through several physical means. If coming
directly from the radio studio at a single station or television station, it is simply
sent through the studio/transmitter link to the transmitter and hence from the
television antenna located on the radio masts and towers out to the world.

Programming may also come through a communications satellite, played either
live or recorded for later transmission. Networks of stations may simulcast the
same programming at the same time, originally via microwave link, now usually
by satellite. Distribution to stations or networks may also be through physical
media, such as magnetic tape, compact disc (CD), DVD, and sometimes other
formats. Usually these are included in another broadcast, such as when
electronic news gathering (ENG) returns a story to the station for inclusion on a
news programme.
The final leg of broadcast distribution is how the signal gets to the listener or
viewer. It may come over the air as with a radio station or television station to an
antenna and radio receiver, or may come through cable television or cable radio
(or "wireless cable") via the station or directly from a network. The Internet may
also bring either internet radio or streaming media television to the recipient,
especially with multicasting allowing the signal and bandwidth to be shared. The
term "broadcast network" is often used to distinguish networks that broadcast an
over-the-air television signals that can be received using a tuner (television)
inside a television set with a television antenna from so-called networks that are
broadcast only via cable television (cablecast) or satellite television that uses a
dish antenna. The term "broadcast television" can refer to the television
programs of such networks.

Social impact
The sequencing of content in a broadcast is called a schedule. As with all
technological endeavors, a number of technical terms and slang have developed.
A list of these terms can be found at List of broadcasting terms.Television and
radio programs are distributed through radio broadcasting or cable, often both
simultaneously. By coding signals and having a cable converter box with
decoding equipment in homes, the latter also enables subscription-based
channels, pay-tv and pay-per-view services. In his essay, John Durham Peters
wrote that communication is a tool used for dissemination. Durham stated,
"Dissemination is a lens—sometimes a usefully distorting one—that helps us
tackle basic issues such as interaction, presence, and space and time...on the
agenda of any future communication theory in general" (Durham, 211).
Dissemination focuses on the message being relayed from one main source to
one large audience without the exchange of dialogue in between. It is possible
for the message to be changed or corrupted by government officials once the
main source releases it. There is no way to predetermine how the larger
population or audience will absorb the message. They can choose to listen,
analyze, or simply ignore it. Dissemination in communication is widely used in the
world of broadcasting.
Broadcasting focuses on getting a message out and it is up to the general public
to do what they wish with it. Durham also states that broadcasting is used to
address an open-ended destination (Durham, 212). There are many forms of
broadcasting, but they all aim to distribute a signal that will reach the target

audience. Broadcasters typically arrange audiences into entire assemblies
(Durham, 213). In terms of media broadcasting, a radio show can gather a large
number of followers who tune in every day to specifically listen to that specific
disc jockey. The disc jockey follows the script for his or her radio show and just
talks into the microphone. He or she does not expect immediate feedback from
any listeners. The message is broadcast across airwaves throughout the
community, but there the listeners cannot always respond immediately,
especially since many radio shows are recorded prior to the actual air time.

1worldspace – world's first commercial satellite
radio direct-to-home broadcaster
1worldspace, known for most of its existence simply as 'WorldSpace', is a
defunct satellite radio network that in its heyday provided service to over 170,000
subscribers in eastern and southern Africa, the Middle East, and much of Asia
with 96% coming from India. It was profitable in India, with 450,000 subscribers.
Timbre Media along with Saregama India planned to relaunch the company.
The satellites AfriStar and AsiaStar however are now being used by the Yazmi
USA, LLC run by WorldSpace's former CEO Noah A. Samara. The company
claims to have built the first satellite-to-tablet content delivery system. The
system primarily aims at providing educational services to rural areas in
developing countries. The first pilots of the technology are said to be taking place
in India (with 30,000 licenses) and the sub-Saharan region in Africa, with the
latest trials in two schools in South Africa, in Rietkol, in Mpumalanga Province,
and at Heathfield, in Western Cape.

Analog television
Analog television or analogue television is the original television technology
that uses analog signals to transmit video and audio.In an analog television
broadcast, the brightness, colors and sound are represented by rapid variations
of either the amplitude, frequency or phase of the signal.
Analog signals vary over a continuous range of possible values which means that
electronic noise and interference becomes reproduced by the receiver. So with
analog, a moderately weak signal becomes snowy and subject to interference. In
contrast, a moderately weak digital signal and a very strong digital signal transmit
equal picture quality. Analog television may be wireless or can be distributed
over a cable network using cable converters.
All broadcast television systems used analog signals before the arrival of digital
television (DTV). The digital television transition in the United States has been
progressively shutting down analog transmitters since the late 2000s.

Development
The earliest systems were mechanical television systems, which used spinning
disks with patterns of holes punched into the disc to scan an image. A similar
disk reconstructed the image at the receiver. Synchronization of the receiver disc
rotation was handled through sync pulses broadcast with the image information.
However these mechanical systems were slow, the images were dim and
flickered severely, and the image resolution very low. Camera systems used
similar spinning discs and required intensely bright illumination of the subject for
the light detector to work.
Analog television did not really begin as an industry until the development of the
cathode-ray tube (CRT), which uses a focused electron beam to trace lines
across a phosphor coated surface. The electron beam could be swept across the
screen much faster than any mechanical disc system, allowing for more closely
spaced scan lines and much higher image resolution. Also far less maintenance
was required of an all-electronic system compared to a spinning disc system. Allelectronic systems became popular with households after the Second World
War.

Standards
Broadcasters of analog television encode their signal using different systems.
The official systems of transmission are named: A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, K1,
L, M and N. These systems determine the number of scan lines, frame rate,
channel width, video bandwidth, video-audio separation, and so on.
The colors in those systems are encoded with one of three color coding
schemes: NTSC, PAL, or SECAM, and then use RF modulation to modulate this
signal onto a very high frequency (VHF) or ultra high frequency (UHF) carrier.
Each frame of a television image is composed of lines drawn on the screen. The
lines are of varying brightness; the whole set of lines is drawn quickly enough
that the human eye perceives it as one image. The next sequential frame is
displayed, allowing the depiction of motion. The analog television signal contains
timing and synchronization information, so that the receiver can reconstruct a
two-dimensional moving image from a one-dimensional time-varying signal.
The first commercial television systems were black-and-white; the beginning of
color television was in the 1950s.
A practical television system needs to take luminance, chrominance (in a color
system), synchronization (horizontal and vertical), and audio signals, and
broadcast them over a radio transmission. The transmission system must include
a means of television channel selection.

Analog broadcast television systems come in a variety of frame rates and
resolutions. Further differences exist in the frequency and modulation of the
audio carrier. The monochrome combinations still existing in the 1950s are
standardized by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) as capital
letters A through N. When color television was introduced, the hue and saturation
information was added to the monochrome signals in a way that black and white
televisions ignore. In this way backwards compatibility was achieved. That
concept is true for all analog television standards.
There were three standards for the way the additional color information can be
encoded and transmitted. The first was the American NTSC (National Television
Systems Committee) color television system. The European/Australian PAL
(Phase Alternation Line rate) and the French-former Soviet Union SECAM
(Séquentiel Couleur Avec Mémoire) standard were developed later and attempt
to cure certain defects of the NTSC system. PAL's color encoding is similar to the
NTSC systems. SECAM, though, uses a different modulation approach than PAL
or NTSC.
In principle, all three color encoding systems can be combined with any scan
line/frame rate combination. Therefore, in order to describe a given signal
completely, it's necessary to quote the color system and the broadcast standard
as a capital letter. For example, the United States, Canada, Mexico and South
Korea use NTSC-M (many of these transitioned or transitioning to digital), Japan
uses NTSC-J (discontinued in 2012, when Japan transitioned to digital (ISDB)),
the UK uses PAL-I (discontinued in 2012, when UK transitioned to digital (DVBT)), France uses SECAM-L (discontinued in 2011, when France transitioned to
digital (DVB-T)), much of Western Europe and Australia use PAL-B/G (Many of
these transitioned or transitioning to DVB-T as digital television standards), most
of Eastern Europe uses SECAM-D/K or PAL-D/K and so on.
However, not all of these possible combinations actually exist. NTSC is currently
only used with system M, even though there were experiments with NTSC-A
(405 line) in the UK and NTSC-N (625 line) in part of South America. PAL is used
with a variety of 625-line standards (B,G,D,K,I,N) but also with the North
American 525-line standard, accordingly named PAL-M. Likewise, SECAM is
used with a variety of 625-line standards.
For this reason many people refer to any 625/25 type signal as "PAL" and to any
525/30 signal as "NTSC", even when referring to digital signals; for example, on
DVD-Video, which does not contain any analog color encoding, and thus no PAL
or NTSC signals at all. Even though this usage is common, it is misleading, as
that is not the original meaning of the terms PAL/SECAM/NTSC.
Although a number of different broadcast television systems were in use
worldwide, the same principles of operation apply.

In many countries, over-the-air broadcast television of analog audio and analog
video signals has been discontinued, to allow the re-use of the television
broadcast radio spectrum for other services such as datacasting and
subchannels.

Displaying an image
A cathode-ray tube (CRT) television displays an image by scanning a beam of
electrons across the screen in a pattern of horizontal lines known as a raster. At
the end of each line the beam returns to the start of the next line; the end of the
last line is a link that returns to the top of the screen. As it passes each point the
intensity of the beam is varied, varying the luminance of that point. A color
television system is identical except that an additional signal known as
chrominance controls the color of the spot.
Raster scanning is shown in a slightly simplified form below.
When analog television was developed, no affordable technology for storing any
video signals existed; the luminance signal has to be generated and transmitted
at the same time at which it is displayed on the CRT. It is therefore essential to
keep the raster scanning in the camera (or other device for producing the signal)
in exact synchronization with the scanning in the television.
The physics of the CRT require that a finite time interval be allowed for the spot
to move back to the start of the next line (horizontal retrace) or the start of the
screen (vertical retrace). The timing of the luminance signal must allow for this.
The human eye has a characteristic called Phi phenomenon. Quickly displaying
successive scan images will allow the apparent illusion of smooth motion.
Flickering of the image can be partially solved using a long persistence phosphor
coating on the CRT, so that successive images fade slowly. However, slow
phosphor has the negative side-effect of causing image smearing and blurring
when there is a large amount of rapid on-screen motion occurring.
The maximum frame rate depends on the bandwidth of the electronics and the
transmission system, and the number of horizontal scan lines in the image. A
frame rate of 25 or 30 hertz is a satisfactory compromise, while the process of
interlacing two video fields of the picture per frame is used to build the image.
This process doubles the apparent number of video frames per second and
further reduces flicker and other defects in transmission.

Other types of display screens
Plasma screens and LCD screens have been used in analog television sets.
These types of display screens use lower voltages than older CRT displays.
Many dual system television receivers, equipped to receive both analog

transmissions and digital transmissions have analog tuner receiving capability
and must use a television antenna.

Receiving signals
The television system for each country will specify a number of television
channels within the UHF or VHF frequency ranges. A channel actually consists of
two signals: the picture information is transmitted using amplitude modulation on
one frequency, and the sound is transmitted with frequency modulation at a
frequency at a fixed offset (typically 4.5 to 6 MHz) from the picture signal.
The channel frequencies chosen represent a compromise between allowing
enough bandwidth for video (and hence satisfactory picture resolution), and
allowing enough channels to be packed into the available frequency band. In
practice a technique called vestigial sideband is used to reduce the channel
spacing, which would be nearly twice the video bandwidth if pure AM was used.
Signal reception is invariably done via a superheterodyne receiver: the first stage
is a tuner which selects a television channel and frequency-shifts it to a fixed
intermediate frequency (IF). The signal amplifier performs amplification to the IF
stages from the microvolt range to fractions of a volt.

Extracting the sound
At this point the IF signal consists of a video carrier signal at one frequency and
the sound carrier at a fixed offset. A demodulator recovers the video signal. Also
at the output of the same demodulator is a new frequency modulated sound
carrier at the offset frequency. In some sets made before 1948, this was filtered
out, and the sound IF of about 22 MHz was sent to an FM demodulator to
recover the basic sound signal. In newer sets, this new carrier at the offset
frequency was allowed to remain as intercarrier sound, and it was sent to an FM
demodulator to recover the basic sound signal. One particular advantage of
intercarrier sound is that when the front panel fine tuning knob is adjusted, the
sound carrier frequency does not change with the tuning, but stays at the abovementioned offset frequency. Consequently, it is easier to tune the picture without
losing the sound.
So the FM sound carrier is then demodulated, amplified, and used to drive a
loudspeaker. Until the advent of the NICAM and MTS systems, television sound
transmissions were invariably monophonic.

Structure of a video signal
The video carrier is demodulated to give a composite video signal; this contains
luminance, chrominance and synchronization signals; this is identical to the video
signal format used by analog video devices such as VCRs or CCTV cameras.

Note that the RF signal modulation is inverted compared to the conventional AM:
the minimum video signal level corresponds to maximum carrier amplitude, and
vice versa. To ensure good linearity (fidelity), consistent with affordable
manufacturing costs of transmitters and receivers, the video carrier is never shut
off altogether. When intercarrier sound was invented later in 1948, not completely
shutting off the carrier had the side effect of allowing intercarrier sound to be
economically implemented.
Each line of the displayed image is transmitted using a signal as shown above.
The same basic format (with minor differences mainly related to timing and the
encoding of color) is used for PAL, NTSC and SECAM television systems. A
monochrome signal is identical to a color one, with the exception that the
elements shown in color in the diagram (the color burst, and the chrominance
signal) are not present.
The front porch is a brief (about 1.5 microsecond) period inserted between the
end of each transmitted line of picture and the leading edge of the next line sync
pulse. Its purpose was to allow voltage levels to stabilise in older televisions,
preventing interference between picture lines. The front porch is the first
component of the horizontal blanking interval which also contains the horizontal
sync pulse and the back porch.
The back porch is the portion of each scan line between the end (rising edge) of
the horizontal sync pulse and the start of active video. It is used to restore the
black level (300 mV) reference in analog video. In signal processing terms, it
compensates for the fall time and settling time following the sync pulse.
In color television systems such as PAL and NTSC, this period also includes the
colorburst signal. In the SECAM system it contains the reference subcarrier for
each consecutive color difference signal in order to set the zero-color reference.
In some professional systems, particularly satellite links between locations, the
audio is embedded within the back porch of the video signal, to save the cost of
renting a second channel.

Monochrome video signal extraction
The luminance component of a composite video signal varies between 0 V and
approximately 0.7 V above the "black" level. In the NTSC system, there is a
blanking signal level used during the front porch and back porch, and a black
signal level 75 mV above it; in PAL and SECAM these are identical.
In a monochrome receiver the luminance signal is amplified to drive the control
grid in the electron gun of the CRT. This changes the intensity of the electron
beam and therefore the brightness of the spot being scanned. Brightness and
contrast controls determine the DC shift and amplification, respectively.

Color video signal extraction

A color signal conveys picture information for each of the red, green, and blue
components of an image (see the article on color space for more information).
However, these are not simply transmitted as three separate signals, because:
such a signal would not be compatible with monochrome receivers (an important
consideration when color broadcasting was first introduced). It would also occupy
three times the bandwidth of existing television, requiring a decrease in the
number of television channels available. Furthermore, typical problems with
signal transmission (such as differing received signal levels between different
colors) would produce unpleasant side effects.
Instead, the RGB signals are converted into YUV form, where the Y signal
represents the lightness and darkness (luminance) of the colors in the image.
Because the rendering of colors in this way is the goal of both black and white
(monochrome) film and black and white (monochrome) television systems, the Y
signal is ideal for transmission as the luminance signal. This ensures a
monochrome receiver will display a correct picture in black and white, where a
given color is reproduced by a shade of gray that correctly reflects how light or
dark the original color is.
The U and V signals are "color difference" signals. The U signal is the difference
between the B signal and the Y signal, also known as B minus Y (B-Y), and the V
signal is the difference between the R signal and the Y signal, also known as R
minus Y (R-Y). The U signal then represents how "purplish-blue" or its
complementary color "yellowish-green" the color is, and the V signal how
"purplish-red" or its complementary "greenish-cyan" it is. The advantage of this
scheme is that the U and V signals are zero when the picture has no color
content. Since the human eye is more sensitive to errors in luminance than in
color, the U and V signals can be transmitted in a relatively lossy (specifically:
bandwidth-limited) way with acceptable results.
In the receiver, a single demodulator can extract an additive combination of U
plus V. An example is the X demodulator used in the X/Z demodulation system.
In that same system, a second demodulator, the Z demodulator, also extracts an
additive combination of U plus V, but in a different ratio. The X and Z color
difference signals are further matrixed into three color difference signals, (R-Y),
(B-Y), and (G-Y). The combinations of usually two, but sometimes three
demodulators were:
a) (I) / (Q), (as used in the 1954 RCA CTC-2 and the 1985 RCA "Colortrak"
series, and the 1954 Arvin, and some professional color monitors in the 1990s),
b) (R-Y) / (Q), as used in the 1955 RCA 21 inch color receiver,

c) (R-Y) / (B-Y), used in the first color receiver on the market (Westinghouse, not
RCA),
d) (R-Y) / (G-Y), (as used in the RCA Victor CTC-4 chassis),
e) (R-Y) / (B-Y) / (G-Y),
f) (X) / (Z), as used in many receivers of the late 50's and throughout the 60's.
In the end, further matrixing of the above color-difference signals c through f
yielded the three color-difference signals, (R-Y), (B-Y), and (G-Y).
The R,G,B signals in the receiver needed for the display device (CRT, Plasma
display or LCD display) are electronically derived by matrixing as follows: R is the
additive combination of (R-Y) with Y, G is the additive combination of (G-Y) with
Y, and B is the additive combination of (B-Y) with Y. All of this is accomplished
electronically. It can be seen that in the combining process, the low resolution
portion of the Y signals cancel out, leaving R,G, and B signals able to render a
low-resolution image in full color. However, the higher resolution portions of the Y
signals do not cancel out, and so are equally present in R, G, and B, producing
the higher definition (higher resolution) image detail in monochrome, although it
appears to the human eye as a full-color and full resolution picture.
In the NTSC and PAL color systems, U and V are transmitted by using
quadrature amplitude modulation of a subcarrier. This kind of modulation applies
two independent signals to one subcarrier, with the idea that both signals will be
recovered independently at the receive end. Before transmission, the subcarrier
itself, is removed from the active (visible) portion of the video, and moved, in the
form of a burst, to the horizontal blanking portion, which is not directly visible on
screen. (More about the burst below.)
For NTSC, the subcarrier is a 3.58 MHz sine wave. For the PAL system it is a
4.43 MHz sine wave. After the above-mentioned quadrature amplitude
modulation of the subcarrier, subcarrier sidebands are produced, and the
subcarrier itself is filtered out of the visible portion of the video, since it is the
subcarrier sidebands that carry all of the U and V information, and the subcarrier
itself carries no information.
The resulting subcarrier sidebands is also known as "chroma" or "chrominance".
Physically, this chrominance signal is a 3.58 MHz(NTSC) or 4.43 MHz(PAL) sine
wave which, in response to changing U and V values, changes phase as
compared to the subcarrier, and also changes amplitude.
As it turns out, the chroma amplitude (when considered together with the Y
signal) represents the approximate saturation of a color, and the chroma phase
against the subcarrier as reference, approximately represents the hue of the

color. For particular test colors found in the test color bar pattern, exact
amplitudes and phases are sometimes defined for test and trouble shooting
purposes only.
Although, in response to changing U and V values, the chroma sinewave
changes phase with respect to the subcarrier, it's not correct to say that the
subcarrier is simply "phase modulated". That is because a single sine wave U
test signal with QAM produces only one pair of sidebands, whereas real phase
modulation under the same test conditions would produce multiple sets of
sidebands occupying more frequency spectrum.
In NTSC, the chrominance sine wave has the same average frequency as the
subcarrier frequency. But a spectrum analyzer instrument shows that, for
transmitted chrominance, the frequency component at the subcarrier frequency is
actually zero energy, verifying that the subcarrier was indeed removed before
transmission.
These sideband frequencies are within the luminance signal band, which is why
they are called "subcarrier" sidebands instead of simply "carrier" sidebands. Their
exact frequencies were chosen such that (for NTSC), they are midway between
two harmonics of the frame repetition rate, thus ensuring that the majority of the
power of the luminance signal does not overlap with the power of the
chrominance signal.
In the British PAL (D) system, the actual chrominance center frequency, with
equal lower and upper sidebands, is 4.43361875 MHz, a direct multiple of the
scan rate frequency. This frequency was chosen to minimize the chrominance
beat interference pattern that would be visible in areas of high color saturation in
the transmitted picture.
At certain times, the chrominance signal represents only the U signal, and 70
nanoseconds (NTSC) later, the chrominance signal represents only the V signal.
(This is the nature of the quadrature amplitude modulation process that created
the chrominance signal.) About 70 nanoseconds later still, -U, and another 70
nanoseconds, -V.
So to extract U, a synchronous demodulator is utilized, which uses the subcarrier
to briefly gate (sample) the chroma every 280 nanoseconds, so that the output is
only a train of discrete pulses, each having an amplitude that is the same as the
original U signal at the corresponding time. In effect, these pulses are discretetime analog samples of the U signal. The pulses are then low-pass filtered so
that the original analog continuous-time U signal is recovered. For V, a 90 degree
shifted subcarrier briefly gates the chroma signal every 280 nanoseconds, and
the rest of the process is identical to that used for the U signal.

Gating at any other time than those times mentioned above will yield an additive
mixture of any two of U, V, -U, or -V. One of these "off-axis" (that is, off the U and
V axis) gating methods is called I/Q demodulation. Another much more popular
"off-axis" scheme was the X/Z demodulation system. Further matrixing recovered
the original U and V signals. This scheme was actually the most popular
demodulator scheme throughout the 60's.
The above process uses the subcarrier. But as previously mentioned, it was
deleted before transmission, and only the chroma is transmitted. Therefore, the
receiver must reconstitute the subcarrier. For this purpose, a short burst of
subcarrier, known as the color burst, is transmitted during the back porch (retrace blanking period) of each scan line. A subcarrier oscillator in the receiver
locks onto this signal (see phase-locked loop) to achieve a phase reference,
resulting in the oscillator producing the reconstituted subcarrier.
(A second use of the burst in more expensive or newer receiver models is a
reference to an AGC system to compensate for chroma gain imperfections in
reception.)
NTSC uses this process unmodified. Unfortunately, this often results in poor
color reproduction due to phase errors in the received signal, caused sometimes
by multipath, but mostly by poor implementation at the studio end. With the
advent of solid state receivers, cable TV, and digital studio equipment for
conversion to an over-the-air analog signal, these NTSC problems have been
largely fixed, leaving operator error at the studio end as the sole color rendition
weakness of the NTSC system. In any case, the PAL D (delay) system mostly
corrects these kind of errors by reversing the phase of the signal on each
successive line, and the averaging the results over pairs of lines. This process is
achieved by the use of a 1H (where H = horizontal scan frequency) duration
delay line. (A typical circuit used with this device converts the low frequency color
signal to ultrasound and back again). Phase shift errors between successive
lines are therefore cancelled out and the wanted signal amplitude is increased
when the two in-phase (coincident) signals are re-combined.
NTSC is more spectrum efficient than PAL, giving more picture detail for a given
bandwidth. This is because sophisticated comb filters in receivers are more
effective with NTSC's 4 field color phase cadence compared to PAL's 8 field
cadence. However, in the end, the larger channel width of most PAL systems in
Europe still give their PAL systems the edge in transmitting more picture detail.
In the SECAM television system, U and V are transmitted on alternate lines,
using simple frequency modulation of two different color subcarriers.
In some analog color CRT displays, starting in 1956, the brightness control signal
(luminance) is fed to the cathode connections of the electron guns, and the color
difference signals (chrominance signals) are fed to the control grids connections.

This simple CRT matrix mixing technique was replaced in later solid state
designs of signal processing with the original matrixing method used in the 1954
and 1955 color TV receivers.

Synchronization
Synchronizing pulses added to the video signal at the end of every scan line and
video frame ensure that the sweep oscillators in the receiver remain locked in
step with the transmitted signal, so that the image can be reconstructed on the
receiver screen.
A sync separator circuit detects the sync voltage levels and sorts the pulses into
horizontal and vertical sync. (see section below – Other technical information, for
extra detail.)

Horizontal synchronization
The horizontal synchronization pulse (horizontal sync, or HSync), separates the
scan lines. The horizontal sync signal is a single short pulse which indicates the
start of every line. The rest of the scan line follows, with the signal ranging from
0.3 V (black) to 1 V (white), until the next horizontal or vertical synchronization
pulse.
The format of the horizontal sync pulse varies. In the 525-line NTSC system it is
a 4.85 µs-long pulse at 0 V. In the 625-line PAL system the pulse is 4.7 µs
synchronization pulse at 0 V . This is lower than the amplitude of any video signal
(blacker than black) so it can be detected by the level-sensitive "sync stripper"
circuit of the receiver.

Vertical synchronization
For the graphic option provided by video games, see Frame rate and Refresh
rate.
Vertical synchronization (also called vertical sync or VSync) separates the video
fields. In PAL and NTSC, the vertical sync pulse occurs within the vertical
blanking interval. The vertical sync pulses are made by prolonging the length of
HSYNC pulses through almost the entire length of the scan line.
The vertical sync signal is a series of much longer pulses, indicating the start of a
new field. The sync pulses occupy the whole of line interval of a number of lines
at the beginning and end of a scan; no picture information is transmitted during
vertical retrace. The pulse sequence is designed to allow horizontal sync to
continue during vertical retrace; it also indicates whether each field represents
even or odd lines in interlaced systems (depending on whether it begins at the
start of a horizontal line, or midway through).

The format of such a signal in 525-line NTSC is:




pre-equalizing pulses (6 to start scanning odd lines, 5 to start scanning
even lines)
long-sync pulses (5 pulses)
post-equalizing pulses (5 to start scanning odd lines, 4 to start scanning
even lines)

Each pre- or post- equalizing pulse consists in half a scan line of black signal:
2 µs at 0 V, followed by 30 µs at 0.3 V.
Each long sync pulse consists in an equalizing pulse with timings inverted: 30 µs
at 0 V, followed by 2 µs at 0.3 V.
In video production and computer graphics, changes to the image are often kept
in step with the vertical synchronization pulse to avoid visible discontinuity of the
image. Since the frame buffer of a computer graphics display imitates the
dynamics of a cathode-ray display, if it is updated with a new image while the
image is being transmitted to the display, the display shows a mishmash of both
frames, producing a page tearing artifact partway down the image.
Vertical synchronization eliminates this by timing frame buffer fills to coincide with
the vertical blanking interval, thus ensuring that only whole frames are seen onscreen. Software such as video games and computer-aided design (CAD)
packages often allow vertical synchronization as an option, because it delays the
image update until the vertical blanking interval. This produces a small penalty in
latency, because the program has to wait until the video controller has finished
transmitting the image to the display before continuing. Triple buffering reduces
this latency significantly.
Two timing intervals are defined – the front porch between the end of displayed
video and the start of the sync pulse, and the back porch after the sync pulse and
before displayed video. These and the sync pulse itself are called the horizontal
blanking (or retrace) interval and represent the time that the electron beam in the
CRT is returning to the start of the next display line.

Horizontal hold and vertical hold
The lack of precision timing components in early television receivers meant that
the timebase circuits occasionally needed manual adjustment. If their free-run
frequencies were too far from the actual line and field rates, the circuits would not
be able to follow the incoming sync signals. Loss of horizontal synchronization
usually resulted in an unwatchable picture; loss of vertical synchronization would
produce an image rolling up or down the screen.

The adjustment took the form of horizontal hold and vertical hold controls, usually
on the front panel along with other common controls. These adjusted the free-run
frequencies of the corresponding timebase oscillators.
By the early 1980s the efficacy of the synchronization circuits, plus the inherent
stability of the sets' oscillators, had been improved to the point where these
controls were no longer necessary.

Components of a television system
A typical analog monochrome television receiver is based around the block
diagram shown below:

Sync separator
PAL videosignal frames. Left to right: frame with scan lines (overlapping together,
horizontal sync pulses show as the doubled straight horizontal lines), vertical

blanking interval with vertical sync (shows as brightness increase of the bottom
part of the signal in almost the leftmost part of the vertical blanking interval),
entire frame, another VBI with VSYNC, beginning of third frame
Image synchronization is achieved by transmitting negative-going pulses; in a
composite video signal of 1 volt amplitude, these are approximately 0.3 V below
the "black level". The horizontal sync signal is a single short pulse which
indicates the start of every line. Two timing intervals are defined – the front porch
between the end of displayed video and the start of the sync pulse, and the back
porch after the sync pulse and before displayed video. These and the sync pulse
itself are called the horizontal blanking (or retrace) interval and represent the time
that the electron beam in the CRT is returning to the start of the next display line.
The vertical sync signal is a series of much longer pulses, indicating the start of a
new field. The sync pulses occupy the whole of line interval of a number of lines
at the beginning and end of a scan; no picture information is transmitted during
vertical retrace. The pulse sequence is designed to allow horizontal sync to
continue during vertical retrace; it also indicates whether each field represents
even or odd lines in interlaced systems (depending on whether it begins at the
start of a horizontal line, or midway through).
In the television receiver, a sync separator circuit detects the sync voltage levels
and sorts the pulses into horizontal and vertical sync.
Loss of horizontal synchronization usually resulted in an unwatchable picture;
loss of vertical synchronization would produce an image rolling up or down the
screen.
Counting sync pulses, a video line selector picks a selected line from a TV signal,
used for teletext, on-screen displays, station identification logos as well as in the
industry when cameras were used as a sensor.

Timebase circuits
In an analog receiver with a CRT display sync pulses are fed to horizontal and
vertical timebase circuits (commonly called "sweep circuits" in the United States),
each consisting of an oscillator and an amplifier. These generate modified
sawtooth and parabola current waveforms to scan the electron beam in a linear
way. The waveform shapes are necessary to make up for the distance variations
from the electron beam source and the screen surface. The oscillators are
designed to free-run at frequencies very close to the field and line rates, but the
sync pulses cause them to reset at the beginning of each scan line or field,
resulting in the necessary synchronization of the beam sweep with the originating
signal. The output waveforms from the timebase amplifiers are fed to the
horizontal and vertical deflection coils wrapped around the CRT tube. These coils

produce magnetic fields proportional to the changing current, and these deflect
the electron beam across the screen.
In the 1950s, the power for these circuits was derived directly from the mains
supply. A simple circuit consisted of a series voltage dropper resistance and a
rectifier valve (tube) or semiconductor diode. This avoided the cost of a large
high voltage mains supply (50 or 60 Hz) transformer. This type of circuit was
used for thermionic valve (vacuum tube) technology. It was inefficient and
produced a lot of heat which led to premature failures in the circuitry.
In the 1960s, semiconductor technology was introduced into timebase circuits.
During the late 1960s in the UK, synchronous (with the scan line rate) power
generation was introduced into solid state receiver designs. These had very
complex circuits in which faults were difficult to trace, but had very efficient use of
power.
In the early 1970s AC mains (50 or 60 Hz), and line timebase (15,625 Hz),
thyristor based switching circuits were introduced. In the UK use of the simple
(50 Hz) types of power circuits were discontinued. The reason for design
changes arose from the electricity supply contamination problems arising from
EMI, and supply loading issues due to energy being taken from only the positive
half cycle of the mains supply waveform.

CRT flyback power supply design and operation principles
Most of the receiver's circuitry (at least in transistor- or IC-based designs)
operates from a comparatively low-voltage DC power supply. However, the
anode connection for a cathode-ray tube requires a very high voltage (typically
10–30 kV) for correct operation.
This voltage is not directly produced by the main power supply circuitry; instead
the receiver makes use of the circuitry used for horizontal scanning. Direct
current (DC), is switched though the line output transformer, and alternating
current (AC) is induced into the scan coils. At the end of each horizontal scan line
the magnetic field, which has built up in both transformer and scan coils by the
current, is a source of latent electromagnetic energy. This stored collapsing
magnetic field energy can be captured. The reverse flow, short duration, (about
10% of the line scan time) current from both the line output transformer and the
horizontal scan coil is discharged again into the primary winding of the flyback
transformer by the use of a rectifier which blocks this negative reverse emf. A
small value capacitor is connected across the scan switching device. This tunes
the circuit inductances to resonate at a much higher frequency. This slows down
(lengthens) the flyback time from the extremely rapid decay rate that would result
if they were electrically isolated during this short period. One of the secondary
windings on the flyback transformer then feeds this brief high voltage pulse to a
Cockcroft–Walton generator design voltage multiplier. This produces the required

EHT supply. A flyback converter is a power supply circuit operating on similar
principles.
A typical modern design incorporates the flyback transformer and rectifier
circuitry into a single unit with a captive output lead, (known as a diode split line
output transformer or an Integrated High Voltage Transformer (IHVT)), so that all
high-voltage parts are enclosed. Earlier designs used a separate line output
transformer and a well insulated high voltage multiplier unit. The high frequency
(15 kHz or so) of the horizontal scanning allows reasonably small components to
be used.

Transition to digital
The first country to make a wholesale switch to digital over-the-air (terrestrial
television) broadcasting was Luxembourg in 2006, followed later in 2006 by the
Netherlands; in 2007 by Finland, Andorra, Sweden and Switzerland; in 2008 by
Belgium (Flanders) and Germany; in 2009 by the United States (high power
stations), southern Canada, the Isle of Man, Norway, and Denmark. In 2010,
Belgium (Wallonia), Spain, Wales, Latvia, Estonia, the Channel Islands, San
Marino and Slovenia; in 2011 Israel, Austria, Monaco, Cyprus, Japan (excluding
Miyagi, Iwate, and Fukushima prefectures), Malta and France; in 2012 the Czech
Republic, Arab World, Taiwan, Portugal, Japan (including Miyagi, Iwate, and
Fukushima prefectures), Serbia, Italy, Canada, Mauritius, the United Kingdom,
the Republic of Ireland, Lithuania, Slovakia, Gibraltar, and South Korea; in 2013,
the Republic of Macedonia, Poland, Bulgaria, Hungary, Australia, and
New Zealand, completed the transition. The United Kingdom made the transition
to digital television between 2008 and 2012, with the exception of Barrow-inFurness, which made the switch over in 2007. The first digital TV-only area in the
United Kingdom was Ferryside in Carmarthenshire.
In the United States, high-power over-the-air broadcasts are solely in the ATSC
digital format since 12 June 2009, the date that the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) set for the end of all high-power analog television
transmissions. As a result, almost two million households could no longer watch
television because they had not prepared for the transition. The switchover was
originally scheduled for 17 February 2009, until the U.S. Congress passed the
DTV Delay Act. By special dispensation, some analog television signals ceased
on the original date. While the majority of the viewers of over-the-air broadcast
television in the U.S. watch full-power stations (which number about 1800), there
are three other categories of television stations in the U.S.: low-power
broadcasting stations, class A stations, and television translator stations. There is
presently no deadline for these stations, about 7100 in number, to convert to
digital broadcasting. In broadcasting, whatever happens in the United States also
influences southern Canada and northern Mexico because those areas are
covered by television stations in the U.S.

In Japan, the switch to digital occurred on the 24 July 2011, but in Fukushima,
Iwate, and Miyagi prefectures, the conversion was delayed to 31 March 2012,
due to complications from the 2011 Tōhoku earthquake and tsunami and its
related nuclear accidents. In Canada, most of the larger cities turned off analog
broadcasts on 31 August 2011.China is scheduled to end analog broadcasting
between 2015 and 2018, due to the large size of the country.
Brazil switched to digital television on 2 December 2007 in its major cities. It is
now estimated that Brazil will end analog broadcasting in 2023.
In Malaysia, the Malaysian Communications & Multimedia Commission (MCMC)
advertised for tender bids to be submitted in the third quarter of 2009 for the 470
through 742 MHz UHF allocation, to enable Malaysia's broadcast system to
move into DTV. The new broadcast band allocation would result in Malaysia's
having to build an infrastructure for all broadcasters, using a single digital
terrestrial transmission/television broadcast (DTTB) channel.Large portions of
Malaysia are covered by television broadcasts from Singapore, Thailand, Brunei,
and Indonesia (from Borneo and Batam).
In Singapore, digital television under DVB-T2 began on 16 December 2013. The
switchover has been delayed many times until 31 December 2018.
In the Philippines, the National Telecommunications Commission required all
broadcasting companies to end analog broadcasting on December 31, 2015 at
11:59 p.m. Due to delay of the release of the implementing rules and regulations
for digital television broadcast, the target date was moved to 2020. Full digital
broadcast is expected in 2021.

Bandplan
A bandplan or band plan is a plan for using a particular band of radio
frequencies, that are a portion of the electromagnetic spectrum. Each bandplan
defines the frequency range to be included, how channels are to be defined, and
what will be carried on those channels. Typical definitions set forth in a bandplan
are:








numbering scheme – which channel numbers or letters (if any) will be
assigned
center frequencies – how far apart the carrier wave for each channel will
be
bandwidth and/or deviation – how wide each channel will be
spectral mask – how extraneous signals will be attenuated by frequency
modulation – what type will be used or are permissible
content – what types of information are allowed, such as audio or video,
analog or digital
licensing – what the procedure will be to obtain a broadcast license

The actual authorized frequency bands are defined by the ITU and the local
regulating agencies like the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in the
USA.

Broadcast engineering
Broadcast engineering is the field of electrical engineering, and now to some
extent computer engineering and information technology, which deals with radio
and television broadcasting. Audio engineering and RF engineering are also
essential parts of broadcast engineering, being their own subsets of electrical
engineering.
Broadcast engineering involves both the studio end and the transmitter end (the
entire airchain), as well as remote broadcasts. Every station has a broadcast
engineer, though one may now serve an entire station group in a city, or be a
contract engineer who essentially freelances his or her services to several
stations (often in small media markets) as needed.

Duties
Modern duties of a broadcast engineer include maintaining broadcast automation
systems for the studio and automatic transmission systems for the transmitter
plant. There are also important duties regarding radio towers, which must be
maintained with proper lighting and painting. Occasionally a station's engineer
must deal with complaints of RF interference, particularly after a station has
made changes to its transmission facilities.

Broadcast quality
Broadcast quality is a term stemming from quad videotape to denote the quality
achieved by professional video cameras and time base correctors (TBC) used for
broadcast television, usually in standard definition. As the standards for
commercial television broadcasts have changed from analog television using
analog video to digital television using digital video, the term has generally fallen
out of use.
Manufacturers have used it to describe both professional and prosumer or "SemiProfessional" devices. A camera with the minimum requirements typically being
the inclusion of three CCDs and relatively low-compression analog recording or
digital recording capability with little or no chroma subsampling, and the ability to
be genlocked. The advantages of three CCDs include better color definition in
shadows, better overall low-light sensitivity, and reduced noise when compared
to single-CCD systems. With continuing improvements in image sensors,
resolution, recording media, and codecs, by 2006 the term no longer carried
much weight in the marketplace.

The term is also used in its literal sense in broadcasting jargon in judging the
fitness of audio or video for broadcast.

Broadcast television systems
Broadcast television systems are encoding or formatting standards for the
transmission and reception of terrestrial television signals. There were three main
analog television systems in use around the world until the late 2010s
(expected): NTSC, PAL, and SECAM. Now in digital television (DTV), there are
four main systems in use around the world: ATSC, DVB, ISDB and DTMB.

Frames
Ignoring color, all television systems work in essentially the same manner. The
monochrome image seen by a camera (later, the luminance component of a
color image) is divided into horizontal scan lines, some number of which make up
a single image or frame. A monochrome image is theoretically continuous, and
thus unlimited in horizontal resolution, but to make television practical, a limit had
to be placed on the bandwidth of the television signal, which puts an ultimate limit
on the horizontal resolution possible. When color was introduced, this necessity
of limit became fixed. All analog television systems are interlaced: alternate rows
of the frame are transmitted in sequence, followed by the remaining rows in their
sequence. Each half of the frame is called a video field, and the rate at which
field are transmitted is one of the fundamental parameters of a video system. It is
related to the utility frequency at which the electricity distribution system
operates, to avoid flicker resulting from the beat between the television screen
deflection system and nearby mains generated magnetic fields. All digital, or
"fixed pixel," displays have progressive scanning and must deinterlace an
interlaced source. Use of inexpensive deinterlacing hardware is a typical
difference between lower- vs. higher-priced flat panel displays (Plasma display,
LCD, etc.).
All films and other filmed material shot at 24 frames per second must be
transferred to video frame rates using a telecine in order to prevent severe
motion jitter effects. Typically, for 25 frame/s formats (European among other
countries with 50 Hz mains supply), the content is PAL speedup, while a
technique known as "3:2 pulldown" is used for 30 frame/s formats (North America
among other countries with 60 Hz mains supply) to match the film frame rate to
the video frame rate without speeding up the play back.

Viewing technology
Analog television signal standards are designed to be displayed on a cathode ray
tube (CRT), and so the physics of these devices necessarily controls the format
of the video signal. The image on a CRT is painted by a moving beam of
electrons which hits a phosphor coating on the front of the tube. This electron

beam is steered by a magnetic field generated by powerful electromagnets close
to the source of the electron beam.
In order to reorient this magnetic steering mechanism, a certain amount of time is
required due to the inductance of the magnets; the greater the change, the
greater the time it takes for the electron beam to settle in the new spot.
For this reason, it is necessary to shut off the electron beam (corresponding to a
video signal of zero luminance) during the time it takes to reorient the beam from
the end of one line to the beginning of the next (horizontal retrace) and from the
bottom of the screen to the top (vertical retrace or vertical blanking interval). The
horizontal retrace is accounted for in the time allotted to each scan line, but the
vertical retrace is accounted for as phantom lines which are never displayed but
which are included in the number of lines per frame defined for each video
system. Since the electron beam must be turned off in any case, the result is
gaps in the television signal, which can be used to transmit other information,
such as test signals or color identification signals.
The temporal gaps translate into a comb-like frequency spectrum for the signal,
where the teeth are spaced at line frequency and concentrate most of the
energy; the space between the teeth can be used to insert a color subcarrier.

Hidden signaling
Broadcasters later developed mechanisms to transmit digital information on the
phantom lines, used mostly for teletext and closed captioning:







PALplus uses a hidden signaling scheme to indicate if it exists, and if so
what operational mode it is in.
NTSC has been modified by the Advanced Television Systems Committee
to support an anti-ghosting signal that is inserted on a non-visible scan
line.
Teletext uses hidden signaling to transmit information pages.
NTSC Closed Captioning signaling uses signaling that is nearly identical
to teletext signaling.
Widescreen All 625 line systems incorporate pulses on line 23 that flag to
the display that a 16:9 widescreen image is being broadcast, though this
option was not used on later analog transmissions.

Overscan
Television images are unique in that they must incorporate regions of the picture
with reasonable-quality content, that will never be seen by some viewers

Interlacing
In a purely analog system, field order is merely a matter of convention. For
digitally recorded material it becomes necessary to rearrange the field order
when conversion takes place from one standard to another.

Image polarity
Another parameter of analog television systems, minor by comparison, is the
choice of whether vision modulation is positive or negative. Some of the earliest
electronic television systems such as the British 405-line (system A) used
positive modulation. It was also used in the two Belgian systems (system C, 625
lines, and System F, 819 lines) and the two French systems (system E, 819
lines, and system L, 625 lines). In positive modulation systems, as in the earlier
white facsimile transmission standard, the maximum luminance value is
represented by the maximum carrier power; in negative modulation, the
maximum luminance value is represented by zero carrier power. All newer
analog video systems use negative modulation with the exception of the French
System L.
Impulsive noise, especially from older automotive ignition systems, caused white
spots to appear on the screens of television receivers using positive modulation
but they could use simple synchronization circuits. Impulsive noise in negative
modulation systems appears as dark spots that are less visible, but picture
synchronization was seriously degraded when using simple synchronization. The
synchronization problem was overcome with the invention of phase-locked
synchronization circuits. When these first appeared in Britain in the early 1950s
one name used to describe them was "flywheel synchronisation."
Older televisions for positive modulation systems were sometimes equipped with
a peak video signal inverter that would turn the white interference spots dark.
This was usually user-adjustable with a control on the rear of the television
labeled "White Spot Limiter" in Britain or "Antiparasite" in France. If adjusted
incorrectly it would turn bright white picture content dark. Most of the positive
modulation television systems ceased operation by the mid-1980s. The French
System L continued on up to the transition to digital broadcasting. Positive
modulation was one of several unique technical features that originally protected
the French electronics and broadcasting industry from foreign competition and
rendered French TV sets incapable of receiving broadcasts from neighboring
countries.
Another advantage of negative modulation is that, since the synchronizing pulses
represent maximum carrier power, it is relatively easy to arrange the receiver
automatic gain control to only operate during sync pulses and thus get a constant
amplitude video signal to drive the rest of the TV set. This was not possible for
many years with positive modulation as the peak carrier power varied depending

on picture content. Modern digital processing circuits have achieved a similar
effect but using the front porch of the video signal.

Modulation
Given all of these parameters, the result is a mostly-continuous analog signal
which can be modulated onto a radio-frequency carrier and transmitted through
an antenna. All analog television systems use vestigial sideband modulation, a
form of amplitude modulation in which one sideband is partially removed. This
reduces the bandwidth of the transmitted signal, enabling narrower channels to
be used.

Audio
In analog television, the analog audio portion of a broadcast is invariably
modulated separately from the video. Most commonly, the audio and video are
combined at the transmitter before being presented to the antenna, but separate
aural and visual antennas can be used. In all cases where negative video is
used, FM is used for the standard monaural audio; systems with positive video
use AM sound and intercarrier receiver technology cannot be incorporated.
Stereo, or more generally multi-channel, audio is encoded using a number of
schemes which (except in the French systems) are independent of the video
system. The principal systems are NICAM, which uses a digital audio encoding;
double-FM (known under a variety of names, notably Zweikanalton, A2 Stereo,
West German Stereo, German Stereo or IGR Stereo), in which case each audio
channel is separately modulated in FM and added to the broadcast signal; and
BTSC (also known as MTS), which multiplexes additional audio channels into the
FM audio carrier. All three systems are compatible with monaural FM audio, but
only NICAM may be used with the French AM audio systems.

Evolution
For historical reasons, some countries use a different video system on UHF than
they do on the VHF bands. In a few countries, most notably the United Kingdom,
television broadcasting on VHF has been entirely shut down. Note that the British
405-line system A, unlike all the other systems, suppressed the upper sideband
rather than the lower—befitting its status as the oldest operating television
system to survive into the color era (although was never officially broadcast with
color encoding). System A was tested with all three color systems, and
production equipment was designed and ready to be built; System A might have
survived, as NTSC-A, had the British government not decided to harmonize with
the rest of Europe on a 625-line video standard, implemented in Britain as PAL-I
on UHF only.
The French 819 line system E was a post-war effort to advance France's
standing in television technology. Its 819-lines were almost high definition even

by today's standards. Like the British system A, it was VHF only and remained
black & white until its shutdown in 1984 in France and 1985 in Monaco. It was
tested with SECAM in the early stages, but later the decision was made to adopt
color in 625-lines. Thus France adopted system L on UHF only and abandoned
system E.
In many parts of the world, analog television broadcasting has been shut down
completely, or in process of shutdown; see Digital television transition for a
timeline of the analog shutdown.

List of analog television systems
Pre–World War II systems
A number of experimental and broadcast pre WW2 systems were tested. The
first ones were mechanically based and of very low resolution, sometimes with
no sound. Later TV systems were electronic.


The UK 405 line system was the first to have an allocated ITU System
Letter Designation.

ITU standards
On an international conference in Stockholm in 1961, the International
Telecommunication Union designated standards for broadcast television
systems. Each standard is designated a letter (A-M); in combination with a color
system (NTSC, PAL, SECAM), this completely specifies all of the monaural
analog television systems in the world (for example, PAL-B, NTSC-M, etc.).
The following table gives the principal characteristics of each standard. Defunct
TV systems are shown in grey text, previous ones never designated by ITU are
not yet shown. Except for lines and frame rates, other units are megahertz
(MHz).

Digital television systems
The situation with worldwide digital television is much simpler by comparison.
Most digital television systems are based on the MPEG transport stream
standard, and use the H.262/MPEG-2 Part 2 video codec. They differ
significantly in the details of how the transport stream is converted into a
broadcast signal, in the video format prior to encoding (or alternatively, after
decoding), and in the audio format. This has not prevented the creation of an
international standard that includes both major systems, even though they are
incompatible in almost every respect.

The two principal digital broadcasting systems are ATSC standards, developed
by the Advanced Television Systems Committee and adopted as a standard in
most of North America, and DVB-T, the Digital Video Broadcast – Terrestrial
system used in most of the rest of the world. DVB-T was designed for format
compatibility with existing direct broadcast satellite services in Europe (which use
the DVB-S standard, and also sees some use in direct-to-home satellite dish
providers in North America), and there is also a DVB-C version for cable
television. While the ATSC standard also includes support for satellite and cable
television systems, operators of those systems have chosen other technologies
(principally DVB-S or proprietary systems for satellite and 256QAM replacing
VSB for cable). Japan uses a third system, closely related to DVB-T, called
ISDB-T, which is compatible with Brazil's SBTVD. The People's Republic of
China has developed a fourth system, named DMB-T/H.

Digital television
Digital television (DTV) is the transmission of television signals, including the
sound channel, using digital encoding, in contrast to the earlier television
technology, analog television, in which the video and audio are carried by analog
signals. It is an innovative advance that represents the first significant evolution
in television technology since color television in the 1950s. Digital TV makes
more economical use of scarce radio spectrum space; it can transmit multiple
channels in the same bandwidth occupied by a single channel of analog
television, and provides many new features that analog television cannot. A
switchover from analog to digital broadcasting began around 2006 in some
countries, and many industrial countries have now completed the changeover,
while other countries are in various stages of adaptation. Different digital
television broadcasting standards have been adopted in different parts of the
world; below are the more widely used standards:






Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB) uses coded orthogonal frequencydivision multiplexing (OFDM) modulation and supports hierarchical
transmission. This standard has been adopted in Europe, Singapore,
Australia and New Zealand.
Advanced Television System Committee (ATSC) uses eight-level vestigial
sideband (8VSB) for terrestrial broadcasting. This standard has been
adopted by six countries: United States, Canada, Mexico, South Korea,
Dominican Republic and Honduras.
Integrated Services Digital Broadcasting (ISDB) is a system designed to
provide good reception to fixed receivers and also portable or mobile
receivers. It utilizes OFDM and two-dimensional interleaving. It supports
hierarchical transmission of up to three layers and uses MPEG-2 video
and Advanced Audio Coding. This standard has been adopted in Japan
and the Philippines. ISDB-T International is an adaptation of this standard
using H.264/MPEG-4 AVC that been adopted in most of South America
and is also being embraced by Portuguese-speaking African countries.





Digital Terrestrial Multimedia Broadcasting (DTMB) adopts time-domain
synchronous (TDS) OFDM technology with a pseudo-random signal frame
to serve as the guard interval (GI) of the OFDM block and the training
symbol. The DTMB standard has been adopted in the People's Republic
of China, including Hong Kong and Macau.
Digital Multimedia Broadcasting (DMB) is a digital radio transmission
technology developed in South Korea as part of the national IT project for
sending multimedia such as TV, radio and datacasting to mobile devices
such as mobile phones, laptops and GPS navigation systems.

Formats and bandwidth

Digital television supports many different picture formats defined by the
broadcast television systems which are a combination of size and aspect ratio
(width to height ratio).
With digital terrestrial television (DTT) broadcasting, the range of formats can be
broadly divided into two categories: high definition television (HDTV) for the
transmission of high-definition video and standard-definition television (SDTV).
These terms by themselves are not very precise, and many subtle intermediate
cases exist.
One of several different HDTV formats that can be transmitted over DTV is:
1280 × 720 pixels in progressive scan mode (abbreviated 720p) or 1920 × 1080
pixels in interlaced video mode (1080i). Each of these uses a 16:9 aspect ratio.
HDTV cannot be transmitted over analog television channels because of channel
capacity issues.
SDTV, by comparison, may use one of several different formats taking the form
of various aspect ratios depending on the technology used in the country of
broadcast. In terms of rectangular pixels, NTSC countries can deliver a
640 × 480 resolution in 4:3 and 854 × 480 in 16:9, while PAL can give 768 × 576
in 4:3 and 1024 × 576 in 16:9. However, broadcasters may choose to reduce
these resolutions to reduce bit rate (e.g., many DVB-T channels in the United
Kingdom use a horizontal resolution of 544 or 704 pixels per line).
Each commercial broadcasting terrestrial television DTV channel in North
America is permitted to be broadcast at a bit rate up to 19 megabits per second.
However, the broadcaster does not need to use this entire bandwidth for just one
broadcast channel. Instead the broadcast can use the channel to include PSIP
and can also subdivide across several video subchannels (a.k.a. feeds) of
varying quality and compression rates, including non-video datacasting services
that allow one-way high-bit-rate streaming of data to computers like National
Datacast.

A broadcaster may opt to use a standard-definition (SDTV) digital signal instead
of an HDTV signal, because current convention allows the bandwidth of a DTV
channel (or "multiplex") to be subdivided into multiple digital subchannels,
(similar to what most FM radio stations offer with HD Radio), providing multiple
feeds of entirely different television programming on the same channel. This
ability to provide either a single HDTV feed or multiple lower-resolution feeds is
often referred to as distributing one's "bit budget" or multicasting. This can
sometimes be arranged automatically, using a statistical multiplexer (or "statmux"). With some implementations, image resolution may be less directly limited
by bandwidth; for example in DVB-T, broadcasters can choose from several
different modulation schemes, giving them the option to reduce the transmission
bit rate and make reception easier for more distant or mobile viewers.

Receiving digital signal
There are several different ways to receive digital television. One of the oldest
means of receiving DTV (and TV in general) is from terrestrial transmitters using
an antenna (known as an aerial in some countries). This way is known as Digital
terrestrial television (DTT). With DTT, viewers are limited to channels that have a
terrestrial transmitter in range of their antenna.
Other ways have been devised to receive digital television. Among the most
familiar to people are digital cable and digital satellite. In some countries where
transmissions of TV signals are normally achieved by microwaves, digital MMDS
is used. Other standards, such as Digital multimedia broadcasting (DMB) and
DVB-H, have been devised to allow handheld devices such as mobile phones to
receive TV signals. Another way is IPTV, that is receiving TV via Internet
Protocol, relying on digital subscriber line (DSL) or optical cable line. Finally, an
alternative way is to receive digital TV signals via the open Internet (Internet
television), whether from a central streaming service or a P2P (peer-to-peer)
system.
Some signals carry encryption and specify use conditions (such as "may not be
recorded" or "may not be viewed on displays larger than 1 m in diagonal
measure") backed up with the force of law under the World Intellectual Property
Organization Copyright Treaty (WIPO Copyright Treaty) and national legislation
implementing it, such as the U.S. Digital Millennium Copyright Act. Access to
encrypted channels can be controlled by a removable smart card, for example
via the Common Interface (DVB-CI) standard for Europe and via Point Of
Deployment (POD) for IS or named differently CableCard.

Protection parameters for terrestrial DTV broadcasting
Digital television signals must not interfere with each other, and they must also
coexist with analog television until it is phased out. The following table gives
allowable signal-to-noise and signal-to-interference ratios for various interference

scenarios. This table is a crucial regulatory tool for controlling the placement and
power levels of stations. Digital TV is more tolerant of interference than analog
TV, and this is the reason a smaller range of channels can carry an all-digital set
of television stations

Comparison of analog vs digital
DTV has several advantages over analog TV, the most significant being that
digital channels take up less bandwidth, and the bandwidth needs are
continuously variable, at a corresponding reduction in image quality depending
on the level of compression as well as the resolution of the transmitted image.
This means that digital broadcasters can provide more digital channels in the
same space, provide high-definition television service, or provide other nontelevision services such as multimedia or interactivity. DTV also permits special
services such as multiplexing (more than one program on the same channel),
electronic program guides and additional languages (spoken or subtitled). The
sale of non-television services may provide an additional revenue source.
Digital and analog signals react to interference differently. For example, common
problems with analog television include ghosting of images, noise from weak
signals, and many other potential problems which degrade the quality of the
image and sound, although the program material may still be watchable. With
digital television, the audio and video must be synchronized digitally, so reception
of the digital signal must be very nearly complete; otherwise, neither audio nor
video will be usable. Short of this complete failure, "blocky" video is seen when
the digital signal experiences interference.
Analog TV started off with monophonic sound, and later evolved to stereophonic
sound with two independent audio signal channels. DTV will allow up to 5 audio
signal channels plus a sub-woofer bass channel, with broadcasts similar in
quality to movie theaters and DVDs.

Compression artifacts, picture quality monitoring, and allocated
bandwidth
DTV images have some picture defects that are not present on analog television
or motion picture cinema, because of present-day limitations of bit rate and
compression algorithms such as MPEG-2. This defect is sometimes referred to
as "mosquito noise".
Because of the way the human visual system works, defects in an image that are
localized to particular features of the image or that come and go are more
perceptible than defects that are uniform and constant. However, the DTV
system is designed to take advantage of other limitations of the human visual
system to help mask these flaws, e.g. by allowing more compression artifacts
during fast motion where the eye cannot track and resolve them as easily and,

conversely, minimizing artifacts in still backgrounds that may be closely
examined in a scene (since time allows).
Broadcast, cable, satellite, and Internet DTV operators control the picture quality
of television signal encodes using sophisticated, neuroscience-based algorithms,
such as the Structural Similarity (SSIM) video quality measurement tool, which
was accorded each of its inventors a Primetime Emmy because of its global use.
Another tool, called Visual Information Fidelity (VIF), is a top-performing
algorithm at the core of the Netflix VMAF video quality monitoring system, which
accounts for about 35% of all U.S. bandwidth consumption.

Effects of poor reception
Changes in signal reception from factors such as degrading antenna connections
or changing weather conditions may gradually reduce the quality of analog TV.
The nature of digital TV results in a perfectly decodable video initially, until the
receiving equipment starts picking up interference that overpowers the desired
signal or if the signal is too weak to decode. Some equipment will show a garbled
picture with significant damage, while other devices may go directly from
perfectly decodable video to no video at all or lock up. This phenomenon is
known as the digital cliff effect.
For remote locations, distant channels that, as analog signals, were previously
usable in a snowy and degraded state may, as digital signals, be perfectly
decodable or may become completely unavailable. The use of higher frequencies
will add to these problems, especially in cases where a clear line-of-sight from
the receiving antenna to the transmitter is not available.

Effect on old analog technology
Television sets with only analog tuners cannot decode digital transmissions.
When analog broadcasting over the air ceases, users of sets with analog-only
tuners may use other sources of programming (e.g. cable, recorded media) or
may purchase set-top converter boxes to tune in the digital signals. In the United
States, a government-sponsored coupon was available to offset the cost of an
external converter box. Analog switch-off (of full-power stations) took place on
December 11, 2006 in The Netherlands, June 12, 2009 in the United States for
full-power stations, and later for Class-A Stations on September 1, 2016, July 24,
2011 in Japan, August 31, 2011 in Canada, February 13, 2012 in Arab states,
May 1, 2012 in Germany, October 24, 2012 in the United Kingdom and Ireland,
October 31, 2012 in selected Indian cities, and December 10, 2013 in Australia
Completion of analog switch-off is scheduled for December 31, 2017 in the whole
of India, December 2018 in Costa Rica and around 2020 for the Philippines.

Disappearance of TV-audio receivers
Prior to the conversion to digital TV, analog television broadcast audio for TV
channels on a separate FM carrier signal from the video signal. This FM audio
signal could be heard using standard radios equipped with the appropriate tuning
circuits.
However, after the transition of many countries to digital TV, no portable radio
manufacturer has yet developed an alternative method for portable radios to play
just the audio signal of digital TV channels. (DTV radio is not the same thing.)

Environmental issues
The adoption of a broadcast standard incompatible with existing analog receivers
has created the problem of large numbers of analog receivers being discarded
during digital television transition. One superintendent of Public Works was
quoted in 2009 as saying, "Some of the studies I’ve read in the trade magazines
say up to a quarter of American households could be throwing a TV out in the
next two years following the regulation change". In 2009, an estimated 99 million
analog TV receivers were sitting unused in homes in the US alone and, while
some obsolete receivers are being retrofitted with converters, many more are
simply dumped in landfills where they represent a source of toxic metals such as
lead as well as lesser amounts of materials such as barium, cadmium and
chromium.
According to one campaign group, a CRT computer monitor or TV contains an
average of 8 pounds (3.6 kg) of lead.According to another source, the lead in
glass of a CRT varies from 1.08 lb to 11.28 lb, depending on screen size and
type, but the lead is in the form of "stable and immobile" lead oxide mixed into
the glass. It is claimed that the lead can have long-term negative effects on the

environment if dumped as landfill. However, the glass envelope can be recycled
at suitably equipped facilities. Other portions of the receiver may be subject to
disposal as hazardous material.
Local restrictions on disposal of these materials vary widely; in some cases
second-hand stores have refused to accept working color television receivers for
resale due to the increasing costs of disposing of unsold TVs. Those thrift stores
which are still accepting donated TVs have reported significant increases in
good-condition working used television receivers abandoned by viewers who
often expect them not to work after digital transition.
In Michigan in 2009, one recycler estimated that as many as one household in
four would dispose of or recycle a TV set in the following year. The digital
television transition, migration to high-definition television receivers and the
replacement of CRTs with flatscreens are all factors in the increasing number of
discarded analog CRT-based television receivers.

Narrowcasting
Narrowcasting has traditionally been understood as the dissemination of
information (usually via Internet, radio, newspaper, or television) to a narrow
audience; not to the broader public at-large. Also called niche marketing or target
marketing, narrowcasting involves aiming media messages at specific segments
of the public defined by values, preferences, demographic attributes, and/or
subscription. Narrowcasting is based on the postmodern idea that mass
audiences do not exist. While the first uses of the term appeared within the
context of subscription radio programs in the late 1940s, the term first entered
the common lexicon due to computer scientist and public broadcasting advocate
J. C. R. Licklider, who in a 1967 report envisioned
"a multiplicity of television networks aimed at serving the needs of smaller,
specialized audiences. 'Here,' stated Licklider, 'I should like to coin the term
"narrowcasting," using it to emphasize the rejection or dissolution of the
constraints imposed by commitment to a monolithic mass-appeal, broadcast
approach.'"
The term "narrowcasting" can also apply to the spread of information to an
audience (private or public) which is by nature geographically limited—a group
such as office employees, military troops, or conference attendees—and requires
a localized dissemination of information from a shared source.

Reality television
Reality television is a genre of television programming that documents
supposedly unscripted real-life situations, and often features an otherwise

unknown cast of individuals who are typically not professional actors, although in
some shows celebrities may participate. It differs from documentary television in
that the focus tends to be on drama, personal conflict, and entertainment rather
than educating viewers. An early term for the format was docu-soap. The genre
has various standard tropes, including "confessionals" (also called talking heads
or interview segments) used by cast members to express their thoughts, which
often double as the shows' narration. In competition-based reality shows, a
notable subset, there are other common elements such as one participant being
eliminated per episode, a panel of judges, and the concept of "immunity from
elimination."
An early example of the genre was the 1991 Dutch series Nummer 28, which
was the first show to bring together strangers and record their interactions. It then
exploded as a phenomenon in the late 1990s and early 2000s with the global
success of the series Survivor, Idols, and Big Brother. These shows and a
number of others (usually also competition-based) became global franchises,
spawning local versions in dozens of countries. Reality television as a whole has
become a fixture of television programming. In the United States, various
channels have retooled themselves to focus on reality programs, most famously
MTV, which began in 1981 as a music video pioneer, before switching to a nearly
all-reality format in the early 2000s.
There are grey areas around what is classified as reality television.
Documentaries, television news, sports television, talk shows, and traditional
game shows are not classified as reality television, even though they contain
elements of the genre, such as unscripted situations and sometimes unknown
participants. Other genres that predate the reality television boom have
sometimes been retroactively grouped into reality TV, including hidden camera
shows such as Candid Camera (1948), talent-search shows such as The Original
Amateur Hour (1948), documentary series about ordinary people such as the Up
Series (1964), high-concept game shows such as The Dating Game (1965),
home improvement shows such as This Old House (1979), and court shows
featuring real-life cases such as The People's Court (1981).
Reality television has faced significant criticism since its rise in popularity. Much
of the criticism has centered on the use of the word "reality", and such shows'
attempt to present themselves as a straightforward recounting of events that
have occurred. Critics have argued that reality television shows do not accurately
reflect reality, in ways both implicit (participants being placed in artificial
situations), and deceptive or even fraudulent, such as misleading editing,
participants being coached in what to say or how to behave, storylines generated
ahead of time, and scenes being staged or re-staged for the cameras. Other
criticisms of reality television shows include that they are intended to humiliate or
exploit participants (particularly on competition shows); that they make stars out
of either untalented people unworthy of fame, infamous personalities, or both;
and that they glamorize vulgarity and materialism.

Television transmitter
A television transmitter is a device which broadcasts an electromagnetic signal
to the television receivers. Television transmitters may be analog or digital.
The principals of primarily analog systems are summarized as they are typically
more complex than digital transmitters due to the multiplexing of VSB and FM
modulation stages.

Types of transmitters
There are many types of transmitters depending on







The system standard
Output power
Back up facility, usually the Modulator, Multiplexer and Power Amplifier
Stereophonic (or dual sound) facility, for analogue TV systems
Aural and visual power combining principal, for analogue TV systems
Active circuit element in the final amplifier stage

The system standard
An international plan by ITU (International Telecommunication Union) on
broadcast standards which is usually known as Stockholm plan (1961) defines
standards used in broadcasting. In this plan, most important figures for
transmitters are radio frequency, frequency separation between aural and visual
carriers and band width.

Input stage of a transmitter
The audio (AF) input (or inputs in case of stereophonic broadcasting) is usually a
signal with 15 kHz maximum bandwidth and 0 dBm maximum level. Preemphasis
time constant is 50 µs. The signal after passing buffer stages is applied to a
modulator, where it modulates an intermediate frequency carrier (IF). The
modulation technique is usually frequency modulation (FM) with a typical
maximum deviation of 50 kHz (for 1 kHz. input at 0 dBm level).
The video (VF) input is a composite video signal (video information with sync) of
maximum 1 volt on 75 Ω impedance. (1 V limit is for luminance signal. Some
operators may accept superimposed color signals slightly over 1 V.) After buffer
and 1 V clipping circuits, the signal is applied to the modulator where it
modulates an intermediate frequency signal (which is different from the one used
for aural signal.) The modulator is an amplitude modulator which modulates the
IF signal in a manner where 1 V VF corresponds to low level IF and 0 volt VF

corresponds to high level IF. AM modulator produces two symmetrical side
bands in the modulated signals. Thus, IF band width is two times the video band
width. (i.e. if the VF bandwidth is 4.2 MHz, the IF bandwidth is 8.4 MHz.)
However, the modulator is followed by a special filter known as Vestigal sideband
(VSB) filter. This filter is used to suppress a portion of one side band, thus
bandwidth is reduced. (Since both side bands contain identical information, this
suppression doesn't cause a loss in information.) Although the suppression
causes phase delay problems the VSB stage also includes correction circuits to
equalise the phase.

Output stages
The modulated signal is applied to a mixer (also known as frequency
converter). Another input to the mixer which is usually produced in a crystal
oven oscillator is known as subcarrier. The two outputs of the mixer are the sum
and difference of two signals. Unwanted signal (usually the sum) is filtered out
and the remaining signal is the radio frequency (RF) signal. Then the signal is
applied to the amplifier stages. The number of series amplifiers depends on the
required output power. The final stage is usually an amplifier consisting of many
parallel power transistors. But in older transmitters tetrodes or klystrons are also
utilized.
In modern solid-state VHF and UHF transmitters, LDMOS power transistors are
the device of choice for the output stage, with the latest products employing 50V
LDMOS devices for higher efficiency and power density. Even higher energy
efficiency is possible using Envelope Tracking, which in the broadcast industry is
often referred to as 'drain modulation'.

Combining aural and visual signals
There are two methods:


Split sound system: Actually there are two parallel transmitters one for
aural and one for visual signal. The two signals are combined at the output
via a high power combiner. In addition to a combiner, this system requires
separate mixer and amplifiers for aural and visual signals. This is the
system used in most high power applications.



Intercarrier system : There are two input stages one for AF and one for
VF. But the two signals are combined in low power IF circuits (i.e., after
modulators) The mixer and the amplifiers are common to both signals and
the system needs no high power combiners. So both the price of the
transmitter and the power consumption is considerably lower than that of
split sound system of the same power level. But two signals passing
through amplifiers produce some intermodulation products. So intercarrier

system is not suitable for high power applications and even at lower power
transmitters a notch filter to reject the cross modulation products must be
used at the output.

The output power
The output power of the transmitter is defined as the power during sync pulse.
(Real output power is variable depending on the content.) But the output power
of the transmitting equipment and the output power of the antenna are two
different quantities. The output power of the antenna is known as ERP which is
actually the transmitter power times the antenna gain.

Transposer
In broadcasting, a transposer or translator is a device in or beyond the service
area of a radio or television station transmitter that rebroadcasts signals to
receivers which can’t properly receive the signals of the transmitter because of a
physical obstruction (like a hill). A translator receives the signals of the
transmitter and rebroadcasts the signals to the area of poor reception.
Sometimes the translator is also called a relay transmitter, rebroadcast
transmitter or transposer, Since translators are used to cover a small shadowed
area, their output powers are usually lower than that of the radio or television
station transmitters feeding them.

